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GW detectors and fluctuations
Ground-based Detectors and noise
Often, can ‘hear’ their own thermal fluctuations.
Expected to approach the quantum limit in the future.
Nonequilibrium stationary states and noise
All sorts of distributions may in principle be expected.
No guarantee, either theoretical or experimental, that
thermal noise be Gaussian (especially in the tails).
Then the question
We detect a rare burst. Is it of an external source? Or false
positive due to rare nonequilibrium (and non-Gaussian)
fluctuations? Knowledge (of a priori statistics) is power.
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The idea behind the RareNoise project
The experiment
To test a ‘prototype’ device, not a genuine GW detector.
A heated mass is appended to a high Q rod, generating a
current associated to principal modes of oscillation.
Experiment performed under tunable and controllable
thermodynamic conditions.
For a nice outline of the experiment see: Conti, Bonaldi, Rondoni, Class. Quantum Grav. 27, 084032 (2010)
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Thermal gradients in GW detectors - what prompted
the idea
LCGT Project. From: T. Tomaru et al., Phys. Lett. A 301, 215 (2002)
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The theoretical background
Power is supplied to the system, hence dissipated ⇒ it is not in
equilibrium.
Paradigms have been proposed chiefly of two types:
Transient regimes - the initial state is an equilibrium one.
Stationary regimes, in which power suppliance leads to a
new (nonequilibrium) state with time-independent
observables (of interest to us)
Few powerful results. Estimate ratios of probabilities, during τ ,
of observing positive fluctuation and negative fluctuation (of the
same amplitude) of certain observables of positive mean:
P(O = x)
P(O = −x) ∝ e
τx
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The theoretical background
Pros and Cons of the Theory:
Pros: A solid theoretical background. Holds with universality for
the right observable, e.g. ‘energy dissipation rate’ (but Rondoni
et al. have proposed O = Ω, more general).
Cons: Essentially estimates the rate of very rare events over
the rate of much rarer events. Says nothing in absolute terms.
Its natural range of application is for nano and micro sizes.
But: it has emerged it can be applied to macroscopic objects
observed on microscopic scales (one example later, AURIGA).
If the existing theory reveals insufficient, our standing objective
is to characterize rare fluctuations case-specifically, through
experiments and MD modeling.
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Deviation from Gaussianity
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A recent application of the idea - AURIGA
The AURIGA experiment
INFN Padova - Italy
A 2 tons - 3 meters long -
Aluminium-alloy bar cooled
to an effective temperature
of O(mK ), via feedback
currents (extra damping).
Therefore a nonequilibrium
state: the feedback employs
a delay-line, i.e. information,
i.e. entropy, i.e. work and
dissipation.
A. Vinante et al., PRL 101,
033601 (2008)
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A recent application of the idea
Qτ = ∆Uτ +Wτ
Pτ = Qτ +Q(→bath)τ ' Qτ
ρ(²τ ) =
1
τ ln
PDF(²τ )
PDF(−²τ )
²τ = PτL/(kBTR)
D2(²τ ) = ∂
2
∂²2τ
h ln PDF(²τ )
τ
i
M. Bonaldi, L. Conti, PDG, L. Rondoni, G. Vedovato, A. Vinante et al (AURIGA team) PRL 103, 010601 (2009)
J. Farago J Stat Phys 107, 781 (2002)
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Feedback cooling - an interesting case
L I˙(t) + R I(t) + 1C q(t) = VT (t) ← feedback off
γ = R/L; ω2o = 1/LC; 〈VT (t)VT (t′)〉 = 2RkBTδ(t − t′)
(L− Lin) I˙(t) + R I(t) + 1C q(t) = VT (t)− Lin I˙s(t)
Is(t) = I(t) + Id (t) ← feedback on ↑
quasi harmonic appr.: R → R′ = (R + Rd )
L I˙(t) + R′I(t) + 1C q(t) = VT (t)
general case:
I˙(t) +
R t
−∞ γ(t − t′)I(t′)dt′ +
R t
−∞ β(t − t′)q(t′)dt′ = N(t)
N(t) =
R t
−∞ α(t − t′)η(t′)dt′
〈q(0)N(t)〉 6= 0; 〈I(0)N(t)〉 6= 0 Kubo’s causality broken
An interesting problem in statistical mechanics in ots own right
Effective ‘cooling’
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G = 0.06, 0.15, 0.4, 0.75
2tdω0 = pi
Shift of the resonance frequency.
From the full equation
PDG, Rondoni, Bonaldi, Conti, J.Stat.Mech., P10016 (2009)
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Present and future - MD modelling
Characterizing 1-d and 3-d models. FPU models less likely to serve
the purpose. Other 1-d models seem a good starting point.
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Realistic interaction potential already useful at 1-d level,
qualitatively. E , αT , ωr , Q.
Next steps: gradient conditions; 3-d.
Challenges:
1-d FPU models are anomalous for trermal conduction.
PDG,LR,MB,LC, to be submitted.
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